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Regents 10 Consider
LA_ Branch Proposal
The University Regents meet today, at 9:30 a.m. in room
230 of the Union to consider the upgrading of the Los
Alamos Undergraduate Residence Center to the status of a
branch college of UNM.
·
The faculty approved the upgrading proposal Tuesday.
The Regents will meet again on Friday at 9 a.m. in a
special session to hear an appeal from engineering professor
Jovan Djuric who was denied a promotion and an increase in
nearly two years ago.
had appealed to the Regents in November 1970 but

Larry Klausen (left) and Steve Wilkes along with Gordon Andrews
were the primary proponents, designers and workers on UNM's
People's Park located west of Johnson Gym. All of their work was
voluntary.
•
Klausen died recently of cancer and in his memory a proposal to
name the park after him will be presented to the Board of Regents
today.
·

Klausen Memorial

ISRAD Charges Termed False
'Media Used to Stir Up Damage'
Counter charges alleging
personal gain and "animosity to
personalities" were made as the
second stage of the ISRAD hassleemerged yesterday.
Frank. Steiner, director of
media ·production and child
development for the Child Care
centers, charged Manuel Lizarraga
with making false accusations and
using the "media to stir up and

•
U

cause irrevocable damage to the
program."
Lizarraga called a press
conference Feb. 8 to charge
ISRAD with failure to live up to a
contract made between ISRAD
and the Health and Social Services
Department. He also called for the
termination of Steiner and David
Bachelor, coordin-ator of
evaluation and research for the
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program.
Steiner invited the media or
some other public group to
discuss ISRAD services with the
staff and people of the
community which the centers
serve.
False Charges
Rosemary Sanchez and Lillian
Chavez, both members of the
Model Cities community, also
charged Lizarraga's allegations
were false and were "only
disrupting service to our
children." They felt "the centers
must stay open."
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Calvin Horn, president of the
Board of Regents, made an
anti-pollution appeal to the
Senate last night asking them to
"do something about
automobiles- ev~:.n if it means
banning them all from campus."
Horn asked UNM students to
do something '~drastic" by
personal sacrifice, and set city and
state standards for the fight
against pollution.
Horn pointed out that more
than 7 2 per cent of Albuquerque's
The complete text of
Regents President Calvin
Horn's address to the Senate is
on page· four of today's Daily
Lobo.
air pollution comes from cars. He
also speculated that UNM could
be classed an "attractive nuisance
in the matter of air pollution."
Parking
He also expressed
dissatisfaction with campus
parking proposals he has seen, and
suggested that more imaginative
solutions to the parking problem,
especially if personal sacrifice
were involved, could lead the state
in the anti-pollution fight.
"Proposals which have come to
the Regents, with one or two rare
exceptions, would do little else
than keep the parking lots full,
but not overflowing," he said.
"Perhaps what is needed is a ban
against cars on campus. Or
perhaps only persons living a
certain distance from campus -
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say one mile- should be
permitted to drive, and then
maybe only if they participate in
car pools."
Horn 8aid he was disappointed
with faculty response and was
looking to the students for action:
"The faculty, I am sorry to say,
has offered little vision on· this
matter. But I am confident that
you students will find fresh new
approaches.
Sen. Jerry Buckner set up a
committee immediately following
Horn's speech to look into the
campus pollution problem.
Other Business
Senate passed a bill to fund
Transit, a campus first-aid
organization, through June, 1972.
A bill to allocate $562.46 to
settle a claim outside of court
against ASUNM Film Committee
by Alpha Rho Chi Fraternity at
the University of Illinois was
referred to both Finance and
Steering Committees.
A bill was introduced that
would give the Uhuru Sasa dance
group $1400 to pay expenses for
their trip to Gary, Ind.
Senate passed a .resolution
opposing the late reception of last
semester grades and the absence
of the accumulative grade point
average on grade reports.
Motions were carried to accept
Tim Padilla and Michael Burns to
the Popular Entertainment
Committee.
A motion to replace Buckner
with Sen. Pat G<11lagher on the
Intramural and R ~creation Board
was carried.

and Tenure Committee for further hearings.
No Guarantee
A change in the status of UNM's Los Alamos Center to
that of a branch college will enable the University to receive
state funding for the project, Currently it is being run almost
solely on tuition proceeds.
If the Regents approve upgrading the Los Alamos facilities
it must then still be approved by the State Board of
Educational Finance.
·
Even with that approval, however, there is no guarantee it
would be permanently located in Los Alamos.
At the faculty meeting on Tuesday several professors
expressed the concern that the Center should be located
elsewhere in northern New Mexico where there is a greater
number of poor families.
Before passing the resolution approving the upgrading of
the Center the faculty amended it to re4.uire that it be
brought back to that body for further study before any
permanent buildings are constructed.
People's Park
In other action today the Regents will also consider
re-naming one building and the People's Park. The electrical
engineering building would be named after Ralph W. Tapy
who taught at UNM from 1939-1960.
People's Park would be re-named in memory of Lawrence
R. Klausen who was instrumental in the construction and
design of the park. Klausen graduated from UNM in January
1971. He died recently from cancer.
Other Regents' action also includes approval of several
campus construction projects and hearing an interim report
on the development of the UNM Cancer Research Center.
They will also receive a petition from the Bar Association
to construct a New Mexico Bar Center near the School of
Law.

.. .

on a local television stat10n after
th~ participants called off a press
conference scheduled for
yesterday afternoon.
A representative explained the
speakers wished to issue
"statements'' and did not want to
engage in a question and answer
period. He added that the press
would receh·e ·the infm·mati-on
that was to be made available,
following a private conference
(Please turn to page 5)

NM Union Board
Meets Todayat4
The Union Board will meet at 4
this afternoon in room 253 of the
Union to hear a proposal to place
student security aides in the
building.
The proposal comes from the
Board's Operations and ;
Procedures Committee which
earlier this month teleased a
66-page report on various
proposals to restrict access to the
building. The conclusion of the
committee was that no restrictive
access should he placed upon the
building, but that student security
aides should be hired to assist
Campus Police in patrolling the
UNM's Coffee House, located in room 129 of the Union,
building.
will
hold its grand opening tonight at 7. The Wickham
Last December the same
committee had recommended that Brothers, Hank and Louie (shown above as Lewis and Hank),
the building be closed to will provide the entertainment through Sunday.
non·UNM personnel after 3 p.m.
The Coffee House will be open from 7 to 11 p.m.
on weekdays and all day on
Thursdays
through Sundays. A cover charge of 50 cents has
weekends. That recommendation
been
established.
Students, staff and faculty, and their guests
was returned to the committee for
further study.
are welcome. A current UNM ID card is required.

CoffeeHouse Grand Opening
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Parking Solution Questionable
While castigating the UNM faculty for
showing "little vision" on the subject of
long-range solutions to the University's
parking problem, Regent President Calvin
Hom issued a request last night to the
ASUNM Senate to fin~ "fresh new
approaches."
·
·

70's Called 'Decade of Destiny'
"Man's de&tiny on this planet
will undoubtedly be determined
in the next 10 years."
Georg· Borg.<;trom, the 1972
visiting Popejoy profl'Ssor, spoke
on "The 70's- Mankind's Decade
of Destiny'' last night.
Borgs twru said this decade
would decide man's (Jestiny and
shape his future, but man ia not
prl)pared for what lies ahead.
''Man has been pmmised a
dream world produced by
technology," he said, ''but words
like food, water, air, land, and
population a:re miliSing from the
texts."
He said that there are many
who stress the various good deeds
in our accomplishments around
the
and that there is

Closing Pandora's Box
By Dave Foreman·

proposa.I on Oct. 25, 1971 after intensive
public discussion. The following week the
Senate was discussing a resolution on the
issue. Fortunately, somebody mentioned
that paid parking bad been approved
already, allowing Senate to save face.
While it is true the Senate has evinced
concern for the campus environment in its
support of the People's Park, landscaping
projects and bike parking lots, we question
whether they have the breadth of vision to
devise a practiGal solution.
We
we may be nT•"lvfm

concern among groups for our
fellow man.
''But there is a surprising lack
of awareness of our current wodd
crises, and this crises deepl)ns with
each day," he said,
"There are 2 • and • one • half
billion hungry people in the
world. Two-thirds of the world's
population earn less than $2 per
week, 16 per cent of the world's
population earn 7 5 per cent of the
world's income."
Borgstrom cited four reasons
why this decade is to be the
decisive one in man's· existance:
the population growth, no more
land, pollution and dwindling
re&ources.
\
He said in the 70's therll will be
added,, to the

Quite possibly, the most farsighted and praiseworthy piece
of legislation passed in the decade of the 60's was the
Wilderness Act of 1964. 'Wilderness'- no matter how often
used, the word retains its poetry and romance. Its sound has
all the power of roaring rapids, all the solitude of
mountainscapes, and all the dignity of a bull elk.
Whether you experience the wilderness intimately on foot
The Senate responded quickly. Within
or by rubber raft or never visit it at all but just know that it is
Clark Moustakas, an author,
minutes after his speech, a committee to
there~ wilderness is necessary for the human spirit. John
teacher and psychologist will
study the campus parking problems was
Muir said, "In... wilderness lies the hope of the world -the
speak on "Self to One: The Battle
being organized.
M-1
ild
h
n·
Clark
Moustakas
to Be" at Keller Hall in the
grea.t, fresh, unblighted, unredeem"'"' w· erness. T e ga mg
Popejoy Fine Arts Center tonight
harness of civilization drops off, and the wounds heal ere we
at g p.m. at part of the u~iversity
------KJriuwi,edigmmlilttyonFtne"""'l!iSUe;-rli::mniii:eilr~ha:t--a--fta>lr--vit~:wpe•in·t--'Yv-ifr--0:vcltti:e-·-·rurr--2:~<PA~e•.!'!:..'---::----,.Speakers Series,
Wilderness, where man is but a visitor, where the plastic··-----;f------·----=~:-·-------:-------~-=:==:.::...:::._____________ ·--·-------:+-~·-----------------------·--·-·
ingenious solution,
we regret to say we
looks like the proverbial shot in the dark.
cancer of civilization does not spread. Wilderness, where the
fear Regent Horn may be disappointed.
The Regent's approved a paid parking
real world is. This is the purpose of the Wilderness Act of
1964, to preserve and protect those parts of wild America
that yet linger. By this law, all roadless areas of 5000 acres or
more within the National Forests, the National Pa:J.'ks a.nd
Monuments, and the National Wildlife Refuges must be
Ben Prinkey, who first
By GRETCHEN BLOCK
considered for inclusion in the National Wilderness
Bicycle
owners
using
the
instituted
the bike park, feels this
Preservation System. It also provides for public hearings on
ASUNM bike park, located near has been the major hassle with the
each proposal. To make his views known, an individual does
the Kiva, are supposed to secure park. "People come in and start to
their bikes with a lock and chain. walk away with an unlocked bike
not even need to appear in person before the hearing, all he
But, students, seeing that the1·e is and wa'v;:; (students emp~oyed at
needs to do is write a letter. A postcard is suffidt;lnt, only six
a guard, have simply been parking the bike lot) got to stop and
cents and two minutes. Here, then is something all of us can
their bikes and ·leaving them
question them right away. There's
do to save the Earth.
unlocked.
just no. way to tell for sure who
Southwest
owns it unless it's locked.''
The bike lot, started last
The Southwest is famous for its wilderness. The first
semester, was a joint effort on the
wilderness area in the United States, the Gila, was established
part of the administration and
in New Mexico in 1924. 600 miles downstream from
ASUNM. The University provided
Albuquerque, nestled in the great bend the Rio Grande
the bike racks via Sherman Smith,
vice president for administration
makes between Mexico and Texas, is a wild land gem rivaling
and development, while ASUNM
even the Gila. Big Bend National Park encompasses over
financed
the employes necessary
700,000 acres of eye· stretching desert; ineffably rugged and
to supervise the area. The racks
contorted mountains with ephemeral streams and relic forests
did not arrive until this semester,
of ponderosa pine, Douglas fir, and aspen; and torturous
however, and problems· arose
during the time the bike park was
canyons, running wall to wall with white water or quiet
in operation without the racks.
pools, towering cliffs nearly touching overhead.
Prinkey speculated that people
'I'D LIKE TO BE OF ASSISTANCE, BUT, FORTUNAULY, THAT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBL£1'
In a state infamous for wildlife destruction and
were confused about the role of
genuflection before the livestock industry, Big Bend protects
the guard, and that the lack of
bike racks encouraged them to
both land and wildlife. Protected from sheep and cattle, the
leave their bili:es unlocked, The
once • overgrazed grasslands of Big Bend are returning and
attendant at the bike park found
wildlife is common and protected. Beaver, coyote, mule deer,
it impossible to keep track of
javelina1 pronghorn, and even mountain lion may be seen
every bicycle and the identity of
its owner. "On windy days,"
within the Park.
Prinkey said, "I let the attendants
The administration of Big Bend National Park is to be
watch the bikes from inside the
highly commended for their outstanding Wilderness proposal.
building. A lot of people got the
l'
It is easily the best proposal I have seen from any federal
impression that the bikes weren't
By CAROL DORN
have met to establish the her own body, hut this control agency. The Big Bend Wilderness Study proposes that
l
being watched, which wasn't
A rcc:ent article (BEMA-Dec. inheritance of a new person. By should be exercised a little earlier, 523,800 acres of the park be designated as wilderness- over
true.''
\:
7, 1971) in this paper presented three weeks the heart begins before she gets pregnant, not
Prinkey is pleased with the
half a million acres. Desert, mountains, and river are all
certain erroneous ideas about beating. By four weeks, the baby afterward,
success of the facility. "It's been
!I
J.
abortion. It ill clear that some real is one·quarter of an inch long, has
The legal victory on this topic within the 13 separate units. Rare and unique plant and
full every day this semester," he
facts are in order concerning an unmistakably human brain, is not as close as some animal communities are protected. Unnecessary dirt roads
said, Plans for another bike rack,
abortion. The article inferred that · eyes, tr.us, mouth, kid.ncy!'i ami pro-abortionists would likt! to and other sLructures will be eliminated and Lhose lands will
la<:aLed i.l'l the enginee:dng
an abortion ill very difficult to liver. It is an autonomous human think. For one thing, this year, 30
complex, are currently being
be
added
to
the
wilderness.
All
in
all,
it
is
a
very
excellent
come by. As a matter of fact, this being from the moment of state legislatures consldered bills
discussed. The lay-out of this one
ill quite wrong,
conception onward.
designed to greatly "liberalize" wilderness plan.
will be pretty much the same,
ln the city of Albuqul'rque
The article stated that a woman their 11bortion laws or to repeal
Opposition
"but it will not open until the
nlone there are at least 10,000 is "the only one who knows if she those laws completely. In every
Unfortunately • there is opposition to the plan. A greedy,
racks have arrived," he said.
abortions a year. It is, can physically and mentally carry c.'!Se, these bills were defeated.
When this bike park is
money - grubbing segment of the West Texas business
unfortunately, very easy to get an th~ J?regnancy to its full term."
completed there will be bike
P~esently, a brief of Amic1;1s community wants the magnificent Big Bend Wilderness left
abortion. Usually the process of 'l'lus ts totally untrue.
security at either end of the main
Curme {friend of the court) m
unp· rotected and open for future development. These
I!
·r
going through a hospital board is
campus. He said this will help cut
Perspective
defense of the unborn infant's
so routine that the forinS -are
A woman ninetter knows IJ.iis --nght"to life -is being pieserited fti .
t
down on the
$7600 worth
signed in advance, Also, although than a psychotic knows he's ill. the United States Supreme Court. sacrifice one of the finest remalning
·----~~~"c.
in the
abortions on girls who are under He feels perfectly healthy-he There are over 25 amici from New United States because they fear that wilderness designation
18 are supposed to have parental doesn't think there is a thing Mexico- and over 225 from all over will
d
h
·
d
d" 1 h ·
. retar the growt of tourtsm an corr.espon mg y, t err
approvat, this is usually ignored. wrong v,;th him. It's a matter of the United States who signed this
What Is SPSS?
This is aU possible because the perspective. Most women are brief. They include doctors from money coffers. If those of us who love the earth remain
The
Statistieal
Package for the
present law is, for aU practical depressed early in their such places as the University of silent, these two-bit Babbits could gut the sublime
Social Sciences (SPSS) is a high
purposes, unenforceable. pregnancy-it's quite a natural Minnesota Medicnl School, Mayo Chihuahuan Desert wjJderness of Big Bend National Park.
level programming language which
Fu~hermore, a woman does not condition and not specific to the
Clinic, Harvard Medical School,
But this does not have to come to pass. If you will take the
has been designed to enable social
have to go to a psychiatrist before
woman who "cannot" carry the Baylor College of Medicine, plus slight effort of sending a letter or p·ostcard supporting the Big
scientists to perform statistical
getting an abortion.
pregnancy. Because of this many members of hospital staffs
analyses of data on a computer,
21 Weeks
Bend Wilderness, you can help save a small portion of this
depression she is totally incapable and private physicians.
Bob Anderson of the Division
The previous article stated that of dedding for herself if she can
.Right to Life
beautiful continent. (If you wish, you can even say that you
of Government Research will
"until the fetus is 27 weeks old earry the child. True psychiatric
There are also several support the small changes proposed by the Wilderness
present an introduction to SPSS
that it is just like a tumor and is
rea
so
?s
for
a
borti<?tt
are
organizations
in
New
Mexico
and
Society.)
The
hearing
record
will
remain
open
only
until
Feb.
on
Feb. 9, at 3:30 p.m. in room
not viable." This is utter practu:ally non•eXIStant. around the country who are
102 of the B&AS Building.
nonsense. How can it be said that Neve.tthelesS, according to an deeply concerned with the right 15, 1972, so it is imperative that you write immediately to:
at 2G weE'ks G days the fetus is a abort10n surveillance by the u.s. to life or the unborn child. The Superintendent Big Bend National Park, Big Bend, Texas
The Store for DIAMONDS
"tumor" and at midnight it Dept. of Health, Education and National Right to Life Committee 79830.
becomes a human being-like Welfare, "maternal mental health and the ltight to Life Committee
Please write, for Earth's sake.

world population, "Which is
already showing :;igns of being
overctowded,"
''We need a radical reversal in
the trend of usfng our tllltural
resources. 90·95 per cent of them
are used by 20-25 per cent of the
world's people," he .said.
"We arc in the midst of the
largest migration in history. In
this decade 700 million people
will move into the cities, of which
400 million will be the hungry. By
1980 as many as 1.9 billion
people will be living in the world's
cities," Borgstrom said.
At 20 degrees Fahrenheit a 40
mph wind reduces the
temperature to 22 clegrees below
zero.

Hey, Bike Park Patrons:
Property Must Be Locked

OF THE

UNM Coffee House

bema...,..__ _ _ __

Feb. 10-13

Liberal Abortion Lav,rs Opposed

Cinderella's carriage changing into
a pumpkin. Besides, it is
fre que n tl y impossible to
determine exactly when
conception occurred so it is not
known exactly when 27 weeks has
elapsed.
Biologically at no stage can it
be said that the fetus is merely a
tumor or a part of the mother.
Genetically, the mother and child
are two distinct individuals. One
hour a ftc~ the sperm has
penetr:Jt.E;d the ovutn, the two
cells have fused and the genetic
instructions- from both patents
Page 2

was the commonest excuse for
h o sPit a I ~ b or t ions in
1969-accountmg for 93.7 per
cent of all cases."
.
Enrly Control
N~onewoulddenyanywoman

the r1ght to control her own body.
She is free to choose any family
planning or birth control dllvice
she wishes. It is a mattllr of
private morality. But once a
woman becomes pregn11nt,
another human being is .involved,
and she is no longer concerned
with just her rights. Sure, every
woman has the right to control

of New Mexico are primarily
educational groups which are
exerting increased . opposition to
passage of liberalizGd abortion
laws. They are also concerned
with the development of
constructive alternatives to
abortion alternatives which are
needed ;vhether an abortion law
exists ilr nat. They are concerned
with the right to life of all people.

uniJ!!S!itnr.:IIJ:ll!rJrm:mrr:m:nm:lill:mGm::mr:Jmmm::munmm:nmmnrnmmlmlmni111Jnnmlll1Jill111mJ!Illlm!ml!1111!11mnnnmmlmmmu:!mnull!lnllililmlm

Lobo Letters, Bema Policies

Letters to the Editor ..•
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name; address and telephone number must be
included with the Jetter or it will not be considered for
* * *
publication. Names will not be withheld upon request. If a
It is not a specific religious letter is from a group, please include a name, telephone
organization, it is a human number and address of a group member. The letter will carry
(please turn to page 8)
that name, plus the name of that group.

The Wickham Brothers will appear nightly Feb. 10-13 to provide
the opening entertainment fot UNM's Coffee Hous9. The Coffee
House will be open every evening Thursday through Sunday. All
UNM students, faculty and stuff members with I.D. are invited. Each
student may bring one guest. Food and beverages available.
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Horn's Addres.s to Senate

Lobo Review

Mann's Music Is 'First Class'

Suggests Automobile Ban
wants to keep our land of
enchantment ail it was-broad,
l:lt;=at -vis~as, \lllhiJ lSolJ"•]~~;~ie, ~;;~;.:;;...;,

clCJur water and all that goes to
make out paxt of the wodd a most
pleasant place for living. And, I
think thl!.t I can Sl\fely say that all
of us want the other fellow to
make it possible.

·-··-··--

-~~--

···--·--· --

····

_ __ _

~··--·----·---·---·----

(Editor's Note: The following is.
the complete text of Calvin
Horn'~; address to the ASUNM
Senate Ialit night.)
By CALVIN HORN
As a Regent, I have been
concerned about a problem facing
our campus and city. I have been
undecided which group might
shn.rc my concern suffichmtly to
take positive action. I decided the
student Senate might be the best
place to discuss this problem and'
hope that this group would share
my concern and be motivated to
seek at least a beginning solution.
The student Senate represents
over 19,000 students, and, along
with the faculty, should represent
the highest idealistically
motivated group in our city or
state. Also, this Senate should
represent the most intelligent
group in New Mexico, The
student Senate has a responsibility
to represent this idealistic and
intellectual standard for our
campus and our city. If this

assumption is true, I want to
discuss possibly the number one
problem facing each person. I
want to speak of my concern on
air pollution on our campus and
within our city.
New York's Equal
If something is not done-and
done soon-Albuquerque will have
an air pollution oroblem of a
degree equalling- that in Los
Angeles, or New York,· or
Chicago. Just this winter, we saw
a frightening smog enshroud our
city day after day, blocking out
the sparkling skies wo have always
taken for granted. Frightening as
that experience was, it is ever
more fearsome to think that it
was just a foretaste of the future,
as is the brownish haze spreading
every day from the Sandia
Mountains to the West Mesa.
We all know that New Mexico
is one of the last outposts of clean
air and blue skies. Or that is, it
was until recently. I think I can
safely say that each one of us
...
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Ovc~ 30
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pollution in Albuquerque come&
from cars. There were some
"'"'0,!\!'!l >.<>lli!'IP~ r<>!!ilit.erllP._ in
Bernalillo County last yea:r. Most
of them are on the city ·street11
daily. Thousands more cars and
trucks pour through the city every
day .on the interstates and from
other primary and secondary
highways.
More than 300,000 tons of
emissions werJ) spewed into the
Bernalillo County's air in 1970
from vehicle exhausts-mainly
passenger cars. Of that total,' more
than 263,000 tons were carbon
monoxide, Another 32,297 tons
were hydrocarbons. Sulphur
oxides a.nd other pollutants
comprised lesser amounts.
There aJ:e addi Uonal statistics
indicating the magnitude of our
air pollution problem. If all
automobiles using our streets had
perfectly tuned engines at all
times, emissions could be cut only
- by -haft' or less~ Tne·ex:per~ figure
that each em: in use today emits
about 500 to 600 pounds of
pollutants, on the average, each
year. In about fivCJ years or so,
new technology is expected to
lower that to about 200 pounds
per car.
Something Drastic
But since pollution growth in
Albuquerque is virtually inevitable
and since there seems to be no
lessening of thE! trend toward
more people owning more cars,
the very best we can hope for is a
continuation of the status quo as
far as pollution is concerned.
Unless somethmg draatic happens.
And, that's why I'm here
before you now. I want to
challenge you to make something
drastic happen, at least on our
campus. I am asking for a
confrontation. I would like the
students of UNM to confront a
major problem-air pollution-and
come up with some solutions that
will be imaginative, dramatic, and
practical.

Four Coxne~s
That is to say, l think we all are
in favor of improving the
environment-at someone else's
expense. l."or example, none of us
minds demanding of the power
plants in the Four Co~ners that
they clean up their emissions.
And, Heaven knows, they should.
There is absolutely no reason why
power should be produced for
California at the cost of pollution
in New Mexico. If stringent
anti-pollution measures are not
applied to the power plants now,
_<\iL.Q.oJ!ution will be far . more
serious and- tar ·m:ore-expen$iv¢ to
alleviate 10 years down the road,
Today, in the United States, we
use one and a half trillion kilowatt
hours of electricity a year. Unless
we are willing to settle for a
drastlca!ly lower standard of
living, we will need three trillion
kilowatt hours by 1980. Since
coal is the fuel for about half of
the nation's power generation
plant~-and there ls plenty of coal
in northern NE!W ME!xico-elec·
trical power production there can
be expected to increase. But that
is not my point.
What I want to point out is that
we can advocate po1Iutio11
controls for the power plants
becatlse that does not really affect
us. Oh, sure, we probably will
have to pay a little more on our
electric bills. But we have to have
electricity, And the extra amount
probably will not be very great
since the regulatory agencies will
be impelled to keep the public
from getting too badly nicked.
In the same vein, we can urge
controls on industry, and properly
Short Distances
so. Or we can bring pressure to
We here at the University
keep out industries that are heavy
polluters. We did this not too long cannot hold ourselves .blameless.
ago when a pulp mill was Our parking problem attests to
propo~;ed. These are things we
that. Each day, thousands of
should be doing.. But they also are students, faculty, staff, and
things that cost us, as individuals, v i s i t o r s c o n v e r g e o n
very little.
campus-almost all of them in
Self-Sacrifice
cars. Some con1e and go several
So, what about doing soll}e times a day, frequ!lntly for but
sacrificing ourselve~,? Apart from short distances.
the Four Corner~; power complex,
The University could, perhaps,
•.vhose .,u.,..t ntt the Albuquerque be classed as an "attractive
environment seems to be arguable nuisance" tn the matter oi air
at this time, what constitutes our pollution, The glut of cars on our
biggest pollution problem? It's the c a m pus, in addition to
automobile, of course,
contributing to pollution, does
More than
.... .. . 72. per
-· ....cent
.. . of all air ... . nothing to enhance the esthetics
-
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~ other universities through.out
America to follow our example to

We would like to have proposals from undergraduate

students for subjects for one-hour undergraduate sem-

.

inars for Semester I, 1972-73.
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Having Trouble Writing Home? I

Ilave the Lobo Do It For You! ft
One Year -- $7.00
All you need to do to have the LOBO mailed to your home is
settd $7.00 to: LOBO, UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, . New Mexico, 87106 or come by the
office, Journalism building, room 205 at the corner of Central
and Yale.
Pu.ge 4

*
N
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I
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The Undergraduate Seminar Program is de!icribed ~l
on pp. 162-163 of the General Catalog, and further

*
~

Februa~~

information and guidelines for proposals are ovailable

at the Honors Center·.

Talented Crew
Part of l.haL love and
understanding comes from the
talented crew Mann assembled in
this album: Duane Allman, Duck
Dunn, Richard Tee, Chuck
Rainey, Bernard Purdie,
It is expecially Duane Allman
who spotlights the album with

~
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some of the funkiest guitar work
he did in his many alb1~ms. The
short legacy which Allman left
behind will be appreciated more
as thll years go on .as some of the
best work done during this !'r~ of
mu~ic. Allman'.::; counterpoint to
Mann's dancing flute on "Push
Push" and "Spirit In The Dark"
establish him as an artist who
knew how"to wear all his musical
clothing well.
And, of course, there is always
the unmistakable clean Herbill

Mann flutework. Mann pushes the
framework of each tune a bit,
careful to atay within recognizable
lyrical boundaries. The results are
constantly listenable and often
inte:>:e$ting. M!!nn is not any Miles
Davis as far as invention goell. And
yet, because he always has 110
much musical integrity, his w01:k
is always first class. "Push Push"
is another fine Herbie Mann
album.
Aaron Howard

Fine Arts Acquires Counseling Offices
Recent administrative chang~s
in the UNM's College of F.inc.Arts
will equip the college next fall
with a separate office for fulltime
student counseling.
Assoeiate Dean Don McRae
said the number of majors in the
College of Fine Arts is
approaching
1000 and
the new
office is a necessity
if counseling
is to be satisfactory,
Wl. th th1's many students McRae
said he feels it is important to
have One Orfl'ce as a focal pol'nt
for student counseling.
A nPw assistant dean of student
aff
1 h · hi
airs wil ead t 's office. Also,
three faculty members will receive
appointments as parttime
counselors, McRae said. These
f~rl!lty. members also will ha~tc

year as d11an with prime interest in
the visual arts which is
emphasizE!d in the art and
architecture departments of the
college.
The new theater arts
department will includG the
present drama curriculum and
expand'mg dance an d f'lI m h'IS t ory
and criticism courses, McRae said.
A new f acu lty position
.
. d ance
m
will be added next year, McRae
'd p
tl
d •
sa1 • resen y on1y minor stu y 1s
av.ailable in dance. Consideration
of a maJ'or in th.e area is being held
up until completiOn of the new
Rodey TJ1eater expected in the
fallof1973,hcaddcd.
...
,
"A new fulltime position in
film .nistm,- and <'Titic::ism will 1;1~
filled by next fall," he added.

instructor, McRae said.
He added, "We are not going
into film making at this time."

/SRAD

•

•

•

(continuedfrompagel)
Wl.th tel· ev'ts·ton newsmen.
Harold Martinez 1 director of
ISRAD'~;
c
c t San Ignacio Child
d h'18 Day
'd
., arek enther! c~mmentet
Sl e
thma esbl' E!rr ds,atemen
d
ts hopen to
e pu lC, an oes no s y away
from publicity."
BE!fore newsmen were informed
that the conf!lrence wouid not

take place in their presence,
Harold Bailey made a statement
concerning Lizzaraga's allegation
of nepotism on HSSD monitor
reduced teaching }()ads.
Oliver Salisbury's part.
'1\vo New Depts.
"Salisbury and l work for
McRae presently is serving in a
No FUm Making Yet
separate organizations. I didn't
l!rtidl ent .al{fairs capacihty, buttnexft
Presently the only course of hire Mr. Salisbury and Mr.
a
WI
ati."lurnc t c pos 0
this type is Fine Arts 210 Salisbury did not hirl' me, so no
associate dean
,.
· Cinema), but confl 1'ct of 1'nterest."
• for
th the performing
J
d (Intro ducoton
to the
ar t s, emb racmg e new Y create
"th
r
llt'
f
Arthur Blumenfeld,. associate
department of theater arts and the WI
a u tme acuity member
department o£ music, both within specializing in this area t.wo new director of ISRAD, said, in an
·
courses will be added next fall, he interview with the Daily Lobo
th e C o ll ege o r Fme Arts.
'd
yesterday, "I met w1th Lizarraga
t d
r h
r ·
A major reason for creating this sat ·
division of performing arts in the
'11 .
'l
•
yE!s er ay.
ave just inished a
TMse WJ be a ft m htstory letter aski11g that he provide any
- ·-·· ·-···· ·-·cnl!.ege !~,tQ. "g_~t~..J !.i!)ll:!~c! .ar.!a:>_ ..~o~J;.<?~ a.~.~ .. an undergraduate evidence he has to support his
toget.her, McRae satd.
seminar with the sUbJeCt ttl" he· -·statements:"' ·· ~ "· · ···- · ··- ···-" -· ..
Clmton Adams, dean of the picked each semester by the
college, said he will continue nE!xt ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;o;:;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;._;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;._;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;:;;

Calling U !j

ThUrsday, Febroary 10,1972
Union Board; Union room 253;
4-6:30 p.m.
AGORA; t1niofi room 231D·E; 5-10
p.m.
Christian Science Org; Union room
230; 5:M•8 p.m.
Film Commt\teel "'I'he Queen";
tTnioh Theater; 6·8·10 p.m.
COff~e Hou'*': Union room 129;
7·11 p.m.
Kettcs; Union toom 231•A; 7-9 p.m.
New Mexico Tenants; Union rooms

250C-E; 7·10 p.m.
Blue Key; Union room 250·B:
7:3o-9 p.m.
Circle K; trn'ion room 231•B;
7:8()..9:80 p.m.
Orthodox llahai Club; Union room
281·G: 7:3()..10 p.m.
Young Oentoctats; Union room
25o-A; 8·10
~

p.m.

........ ....................·········-·i.......,
~

1511881
: Makers of-Hand Made
§
In~ ian Jewelry
i
OLDtOWN
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Great Nebula

David Grene

The Great Nebula in Orion will
be observed from the 15 and
one-half inch telescope at the
campus obs!lrvatory, on the south
fringe of the North Golf Course,
Feb. 10 from 7:30 until 9:30 p.m.
There is no admission charge
but children under 12 should be
accompanied by an adult. Parking
is in the physics department lot
on the cornex of Lomas and. Yale
NE
· • '

David Grene, a critic and
translator of Greek drama, will
give a )e(:ture in room 2018 of the
Fine Arts B';'ilding at 8 p.m. Feb.
ll. .. Gr~ne II> a. professor ~t th,e
UniVersity of ~h•cago, .
· Al~o speakmg that mght at 8
p.m. ~n the Honors Center L?u.nge
of Ztmme,rm.an ~tbrary 'Ytll ~e
poet and .Jn1vers1ty of Cahform.a
professor, Robert Peters. Peters 1s
the authot of "Songs for a Song"
and "Pioneers of Model.'n Poetry."

Prochiral Centers

NewNextFall

sa~rificing ourselves to see that
thts takes place.

~

Deadline Is

"PUSH PUSH"
H~Jrbie Mann
(Embryo/SD 532)
Ever since the first Herbie
Mann album I bought in 1965, l
have always been impressed by
the high ly.rical quality of his
wol'k and by his excellent taste ln
sidemen,
Less of an innovator than some
of the modern jazz company,
Mann has nevertheless managed to
keep his el!l's opan to what is
happening around him, This has
enabled each new Herbie Mann
album to be a.n adv11nce over the
last one; a step along !>ide of or
right behind those current trends
which influence the jazz·rock
inno:vators.
His iatest wo~k, "Push Push," is
music in th£J soul· jazz school; that
is, jazz which explores the
possibilities of soul music in
depth. Some of the tunes include
Mann treatments of "Spirit In The
Dark," "What's Going On" and
"What'd I Say."
But Instead of slavishly
following a safe formul~;~. of
"covering" the popular version of
the tunes (like the Hollywood
Strings play Aretha Franklin),
Mann treats the material with
love, understam:ling and a lot of
musical work,

W Improve
~ollow; and,. thetef?re, begin to
our envrronment by

Proposals should be made on a form which you may ~

.. .

~l

set campus standards that will be

~~ models for their communities to

.

pkk up at the Honors Center,

N

of the landscape.
As a Regent, I h11ve heard much
abont the University'~; parking
problem. Hut i hav" beard little
about imaginative ways in which
it might be solved; way!! thllt
would make our .Cl\mpus a better
pla~:c. Proposals which have come
to the Regents, with one or two
rare exceptions, would do little
else than keep the parking lots
full, but not overflowing.
Faculty Vision Lack
Th!l fllculty, I'm aorry to s11y,
has offered little vision on this
matter, But I am confident that
you atudents will find frenh new
approaches.
Perhaps what is needed is a ban
against cara on campus. Or,
perhaps only persons living a
!lertain di&tance from the
campus-say one mile-should be
permitted to drive, and then
maybe only if they participate in
car pools, Maybe there should be
·a dl'"astie---r~vAmping ,of- the--citlL'S-bus routes· to enable most of the
~>tudents to catch a bus to campus
at a reasonable rate. Perhaps, as is
being investigated now, there
should be a citywide system of
clearly marked bicycle paths.
Environment Day
It might be that we should have
an Environment Day, with all cars
prohibited from campus, and
smoking-also .n form of J;ir
pollution-banned for the day.
Then again, maybe some of all
thesE! things should be included in
the solution. Or, none of them. I
don't know. I don't have the
answers, so I really don't propose
to offer any to you. But I must
~>ay that we have to do aomething
about automobiles-even if it
means banning all of them from
campus.
I would like this S(!nate to give
the matt(!r its most serious
consideration and perhaps name .a
task forcE! of students to
brainstorm the problem, look at it
from all angles, and come up with
some practical and idealistic ideas
that will show that we, the
University, really care about our
environment. That we care
enough to make sacrlflcQs
personally for the betterment of
our environment. University
students have the intellect and the
idealism to not only solve the
automobile problem on campus,
but also to set a dramatic example
for the rest of the city and state.
I£ we don't do it, who will?
Committment
As 1 smd eatlier, everyone is fut
improving the environment if it
doesn't cost him anything. What I
would like to see the University
demonstrate is a deeper pE!rsonal
coiftmitlbent by its members. S.:r
far as I can ascertain, no other
long-established major university
has demonstrated such a
commitment.
I would like to challenge our
19,000 students through the
leadership expressed in this
student Senate to say that we are
willing. to sacrifice to establish a
better UNM community, that we
are willing to set the standards for

I.CAMPU§ BRIEF§I

Les Robbins, a graduate
Dadajii
student in the chemistry
Dadajii will be speakingFeb.12
department, will present a talk 011 at 7 p.m. in the Newman Center
"The Use c,f Prochiral Centers in Auditorium. A representative of
Helping to Elucidate Some the Ananda Marga Yoga Society,
Biochemical Mechanism" at 3;30 Dadajii will also be giving
Feb. 10 in room 101 of . the individual initiations into tantric
chemistry building.
meditation on Feb. 12 .and 13 at
A week later on Feb. 17 at the 5.2 4 Amherst. S.E., phone
same p4tce and time William 266·0712. All instruction and
Coleman, assistant professor of lectures are free.
chemiatry, will present a talk
Paolo Soleri
calle~ "Ruby, ~y Dear. •: Coleman
Paolo Soleri head of the
~;'phml~~ · tl.a;; m · ehe:Meal tP.~ms - -Oosanti -Foundati~ni ar.chitect and .. ~ ~ __ _
ruby
stanfis for c~romiUm Author of "Arcology: The City in
?oped. alummu-!" ~lode, an the Image of Man", will speak
1~portant ~actor m hts talk on Feb. 13 at. 3:30 p.m. in Keller
htgh resolution ~;pectroscopy,
Hall.

Bahai Club

Student Rights

Career Education

Rose Wylie, chairman of the
N a tiona! Tenants Organization,
will speak Feb. 15 at 8 p.m. in
Keller Hall.

A meeting about student rights
The 01·thodox Bahai Club of
sponsor~c>d by the Faculty·
UNM will hold the second in Hs
series of public fireside meetings Student Rlgnts Committee and
Feb, 10 at 7:30 p.m. in room the Colleg~; of Nursing, will be
250·E o£ the Union. The subject held Feb, 15 at 4:30p.m, in the
will be "Central Figures of the third floor conference room, Mesa
Vista Hall.
Bahai Faith."
· The purpose of the meeting is
to do a final revision of the
Borgstrom
Georg Borgstrom, the visiting student rights, with both students
Popejoy professor, will speak .on and faculty welcome.
"The Human Biosphere" Feb: 11
Ski Club
at 9: 3 0 p.m. in the biology
The UNM Ski Club will meet
department, room 139.
Borgstrom, a native of Sweden, is Feb. 15 l:t 7 p.m. in room 250·E
a recognized authority on world of the Union. Anyone interested
food resources and their in a ski trip to Purgatory is
utilization, food freezing and invited.
frozen food bacteriology.

Rose Wylie

A atate·wide workshop on
career education, sponsored by
the New Mexieo Research and
Study Council, will be held Feb,
28 at the Four Seasons Motor Inn.
The workshop will concentrate
on strategies for implementing
programs.

-

Special Faculty Meet

The faculty . will meet in a
special session l."eb. 15 at 8 p.m.
to discuss those items enumerated
as nine through 13 of the Feb. S
faculty meeting .agenda in that
order followed by item 8. The
meeting has been called because
an open meeting on University
Governance has been scheduled
for Feb. 22.

ALL
SUPERDOG

Albuquerque Coin Club's
9th Annual

COIN SHOW

give her the the ultimate gift
on Valentine's Day

Sat., Feb. 12-9-9
Sun., Feb. 13-9-5

f?g~few¥C{$~
jEWELERS

Holiday Inn East
1290 I Central NE

"'The Unusual as Usual"
(across Me11aul from Coronado Center)
TELE:l'flON£ 268-1480

660!1 MENAtJt. BLV!i., N.E.
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Money No Obstacle to Pilot's License

m

UNM' s Flying Lobos Can Take 'Bite' from Cost

Jim
Pensiero
(21·4)

llnn
Burge
(20·5)

Mark
Sanchez
(18·7)

Roger
Ruvolo
(20·5)

UTEP4

CSU4

UTEP 5

UTEP 12

at U.NM

UNMll

UN~17

UNMl5

UNM 14

Feb. ll
BYUat
Arizona

BYU12

BYUll

BYU2

BYU5

Utah
atASU

ASUl

ASUS

ASUIO

ASU5

Feb.l2
Wyoming
at UTEP

UTEP7

UTEP 15

UTEP 15

UTEP9

CSUat
UNM

UNM3

UNM4

UNM5

UNM 10

BYU at
ASU

BYU12

ASU3

ASUl

BYU3

Utah at
Arizona

Utah4

Ariz. 7

Ariz. 7

Ariz. 1

Feb. 10
CSU at
UTEP
Wyoming
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~
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since becoming a starter. The
Bs TOM REICHERT
WAC's leading freethrow'lr,
The resurgent New Mexico
Tommy Roberts, teams up with
basketball express hosts Wyoming
Gabe in the backcourt and directs
tonight in an interesting
New Mexico's offense.
conference clash. Tip-off is 7:30
Chieago Up Ftont
p.m.
In the Lobo front line with
Coach Bill Strannigan's
Little will be the Chicago duo of
Cowboys are cur~;ently in the
Mike Faulkner and Darryl
WAC cellar with a 1·7 league
Minniefield. Senior pivot Faulkner
mark. Their only victory was
achieved at the expense of New
continues to lead the team in
scoring at 15.5 after scoring 17
Mexico, 69-62 in Lar~mie. In fact,
Wyoming holds a three game
and 20 on the Utah road trip. The
6·8 Minniefield will start at the
winning streak against the Lobos
at present and Strannigan's 4·5
high post with Faulkner at the
:record against King in
low post. Darryl leads the Lobos
in reboundin!l with a 9.0 average.
Albuquerque is the best of any
Penner Pivot
WAC coach.
Rod Penner, the 6·9 Wyoming
Harold Hustles
pivot, is the Cowboys top scorer
Wyoming will be seeing a
newer - look Lobo team than the
one it defeated in January.
Sparkplug Harold Little and
sophomore Gabe Nava are now
starters at the wings in Coach Bob
King's revamped lineup.
Hustling Harold, a senior from
The UNM intramural
Atlanta~ Ga., has averaged 18
department is asking anyone
points a contest since starting the interested in helping organize the
UTEP game, immediately after fdsbee tournament scheduled
New Mexico's disaster in Laramie. later in the semester to contact
On the recent trip to Utah, Little the department offices aL 4346
poured in 49 points to help the (on campus),
Lobos earn an important split on
Bill :Pa~ise, publicity director
the road. Besides scoring and fo~ the 1rttramural department~
.... -rlefensn; Hnrold .!:lne-.prmri.ded. the .....sa1!1 JI-!.at l_ast s.elTI!!st~,r t~e:~ :w~re.
leadership that New Mexico was some people entered m t~~ lnsoee
looking for early in the season.
tournament who were . a great
Nava Poised
help because they knew a lot
Gabe Nava has given Coach about the sport:'' Parise added
King good ball handling and poise that the off1<:e IS also open to

j/

Petty's Book
J)escribes
Negotiations
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Sometimes it looks like there's a conspiracy
to get you to have children.
You're married and ies great being alone
with your husband, discovering each other
and feeling free to do whatever you want.
But already your girlfriends are telling
you how wonderful children are and how
selfish it is to wait and anything else they
can think of to make you feel guilty.
Actually the girls are only part of it.
Let us not forget the future grandparents, bless their impatient hearts.
There's an awful lot of pressure on you.
It becomes hard to resist.
But if you want to, you have to know the

facts of birth planning. (Lots of people who
think they know, don't. Research statistics
show that more than half the pregnancies
each year are accidental. )
As for the pressure from relatives
and friends, just remember that if you're
going to have a baby it should be because
you really want one. '
Not because you were talked into it.

Planned
Parenthood
Children by choice. Not chance.
For further information, write Planned Parenthood,
Box 431, Radio City Station, New York, N.Y. 10019.

Planned P11renthood is u nutional, non-profit organization dedicated to providing
information and effective means of £11111ily planning to all who want and need it,

I'-OPULATION CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAP£R AD MAT NO. PC-101·72--600 LINES (4 colurnns x 150 lines)
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Council located at UNM.
· •·
Paul Petty, professor of
educational administration, says

Administrator
and Employee
in
the book "Tht>
School
Negotiations," "The point is being
reached in the early 1970's when
the que~tion posed to the school
administrator is no longer whether

1

1,

All school employe groups, not
just teachers, will become part of
the collective bargaining picture
for school districts in the 1970's,
a UNM professor predicts in a

advertising contributed
for the public good

·"lfovlShan thif schOol system···handle the negotiations?"
Negotiations, he says, can be
carried on in an orderly, well •
planned manner just as easily as
they can be done hastily.
The book discusses developing
a framework for bargaining
negotiations, the procedures of
negotiation and evaluation of the
effectiveness of negotiations.

Visiting Prof
Georg :Borgstrom, Popejoy
Visiting Professor, has announced
he will keep the following office
hours in his room in Mesa Vista
3044; Tuesday through Thursday,
10:30 • 11:30 a.m.

"j .....~~~;~~... "!
Kosher &
Italian Sandwiches
Steaks
BBQ Ribs

•••i············· .....

NEW MEXICO LOBO

The Lobos, 12·7 on the year
and 4·3 in the WAC, can move
into second place with wins over
Wyoming and CSU Saturday night
at the arena,
The New Mexico freshman
team will play a preliminary game
at 5:15 p.m. against the local
AAU House of Carpets squad. The
Wolfpups have a 7-4 record to
date,

Irv1 in Need of Aid.
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Women at UNM are about to be
····- - -gift-z-d ;'1'-itll· th!!~pQtt\~nity.. t.o..do.
something they always wanted to
do but never had the chance.
An organizational meeting for
the UNM soccer club is scheduled
for 4·5 p.m. at the Student Union
Building, room 231 A. Steve
Rospopo, president of the UNM
soccer club (up until now a man's
organization). said he thought
''chances are there'll be a lot" of
interested women at the meeting.
Rospopo said the minimum
number of women to comprise an
official team would be 11, but
that 15 is the number of women
who comprise an entire team.
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BOOKS
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BOOKS, BOOKS

Specializing in
Long Hair Designs

4J.L
(J~oted:in

'"!Nel lobby
14
Winrock Center

-

Regular Haircuts
Straightening
Shines
For Appointment Call
299-8975

The World ol Pants
and All the Ac:c:essorles

Women's Soccer
Meeting Planned

II

~\~~-

Mastercharge
suggestions about programming
the bicycle race and ping pong
BankAmericard
tourney slated for this semester.
Feb. 22 is the last day students,
faculty and staff can register their
entries with L¥. for the Feb. 24 '>ki
meet at Sandia Peak, Lift tickets
for the day have been neg?tiat~d
at $3 a person, and troph1es Will
~be ~~y~n_out t~ the. ~p three
places •.n each of •OU! diVllm:ms. · · .. ·· · · ...
Entries for.t~~ sk1 tourney, and
other 1M actlVJhes, are taken at
Lhe IM ?ffice, room 202, John3on
Gymnasmm.

d

Shirts •• Belts •• Boots •• More

For--So.tind- -- - - · -~---

T~at

Sounds
Like It Should

*BEAU*
· ---- · - 111\JT-GBBS-tool Eubank

Sound
Open Mon.·Wed.~Fri. 'till 9:00 p.m.
7611 Menool NE
296-6978

·•· um~
PROFESSOR
600KCENTCR

1

FAIR PLAZA

LOMAS & SAN PEDRO N.f.
Open Mo~.·Fri. lOam-$> pm
Sun. lpm-6 pm

(and your
favorite rlrinhs)
905 Yale S.E.

with a 16.7 average. He hurt the
Lobos with a 19-point effort
against them in Laramie. The
Pokes starters also include 6·3
Franklyn Irvin and 6·5 Steve rlca
at the forwards. In the backcourt
are 6-0 Ken Randle and 6·1
Denny Mountz.

Sat, 10 am•5 pm

Thursday, February 10, 1972
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Nixon Warns Democrats
About Vietnam War Talk

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
WHERE: Jo1.1rna.lism Hulld!ng, Room
RATES; "/c per word, 20 word mini·
205. atternoona preferably or mall.
mum ( $1,40 l pel' ume run, If' ad is to
run five or~ more consecuti,.e days with
Classified Advertising
no changes ~ the rate is reduct!<! to 6c
UNM P.O, Box 20
per word a.nd the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N.M, 87106
words to 10,
TERMS: Payment mllllt be made in full prior to insertion of adverUsement

1l

5)

PERSONALS

UNCLE SAM'S, 111 Harvard, featutes
work .shirts $3, new shipment bookbags
and saddle bags, genuine navY pea coats,
Drug ed. mariJuana plants. 2/11
FRESHMAN ENGLISH .• .studen~d
used copies of SlJmpoafum (ed. Kinney,
Kuiper & Bloom), If you have one that
you want to sell, come to the Freahman
English office. Bandelier 113, or call 277•
2516. 2/10
SCUBA DIVERS I Call 299-00!_~n}ng~,
AGORA-is going back on resular schedule
tor second semester. 24 hours, no I,D., no
money necessary, NW corner :Mesa Vlsta
IIall. 217·8018 tfn
EXPERIENCE A HIGH IN IJEATHER:
pants, jackets, belts, wallets, hats, bags,
knapsacks. Upstafrs at THE LEATHER·
BACK TURTLE, 2938 Monte Vista NE
(behin!l Triangle Bal.') Tfn

LOST & FOUND

2)

FOUND-Ladies gold wedding band - in
Business and Admlni&trative Sciences
Building. See at Journalism 20G·A,
phone 277•4002. 2/16
FOUND-MAN'S RING. Identify In Jour•
nnllsm 206-A. Phone 277-4002. 2/16
LOST u:N:r,{LETTER JACKET. Place,
DowntQwn Hilton Frida;y Feb, 6. Reward
offet-ed. Ph 277·5789 after 7 pm. 2/11
LOST}c;l~ulus book·-;;; Universit¥ Ave.
liM initials R, G. inside. If found, call
266·2117, Reward. 2/11
L_O_S_T-PL-A~m MANlLA_E_NV__,.-E-:"L-O""'P_E--_
7·PI1fre Manuscript on MacBeth, Rewar4
contact Library. Lost and and Found,
2/10
LOST NEAR SUD - EARRING. Road•
.runner in curved triangle, call 877·8063,
REWARD. l.OST- BLACKANDWHlTE
.MAL.!!; VA'l' with biack uo~ Oil nQile• .24229062. 2/11

SERVICES

3)

ART SUPPLIEs-Stop getting ripped-off.
Buy at honC!!tiY df&counted prices. Art
Stuf', l!l24 (~entral,
DEVELOP SPIRITUALLY AS WELL AS
ACADEMICALLY. Attend the Christian
Student Center, 130 Girard NE. 266·
4312. 3/2
STUDENT WILL DO hauling work, also
maintenance work. 242-6724 or 871·
3379. 2/16
"ORTHODOX BAHA'I FIRESIDES ~now
on campus. Thursdays, 7 :30, Union
room 260-E. Call 242·4889 1 or write Box
737, 87103.'' 2/10
ART SUPPLIEB-Stop getting ripped-off,
Buy ll.t honestly discounted prlqes. Al't
Stuf', 1824 Central.
AUTO REPAlRS~~-.e-M_o_n_ab-lc-.-T-u-n-~-u-p-8,
brakea, front·t-r.l' work. Call 1•tlke 242_2980, 2/ll

7) MISCELLANEOUS

FORSALE

HELP 1 We want to rent your bac:k ynrd
to pqt up our tipl, We'll PaY UP to $16
per month if the yard Is big and we tlse
a little of your electricity, This wlll only
be a part-time residence when . the
weather's nlce and the ~ky is clear.
Write Grant, c/o BoJC 4175, 87106.
2/15

'62 NORTON 760 Atlas. Ride it awa:v fr;r
$376. 21!8-4589, 2/10

NICE..l1EN'~i hll.;;d'..;:s~e-w_n_a-:--h-e!l~P--:ak-:in-c-oa-:-t.

Siie Med·Lrg. Sacrifice, $60, Call Ann
21)5-ll932. Eveenings, 2/11
USED SUED'E'A"ND LEATilER JACKETS, $1.00 to $16.00, THE BEAD
SHAMAN. 2/_:..7- - - - - - : : : - WEBCOR, STEREO FM. Garrard Tul.'n·
table, tape player, new, $176. 256-9566.
2/11
MAKE YOUR OWN eanlngs, necklnc:es,
chokers 1 etc. The Dead Shaman-no
plastic. 2/11
NEW SlUPMENT-used Su~de and Len·
ther Jackets from $1,00-$16.()0. While
they ]ll.$t. The Bead Shaman. 401D San
Felipe NW., Old ~own-842-9688, 2/11
CAMPER-with/without vehicle. Heated,
insulated, carpeted, electrical. $285, 842·
6297. 2/10
~HARL~E-Y
__3_6-0c-c-.-S-Pl.'-ln-t-...SX~.-a-m-o~to-
croa$ bike, 2200 mi, ~650, or offer. Call
842-6809 after 6 :\).m, 2/11
DON'T BUY IT-MAKE IT. Come on
down to The Craft Shop in the bMement
of the Student Union, 5/6
STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM includ~
ing AM-FM multiplex tuner, w/71; watts
Qf music :~>ower. Full sized deluxe BSR
turntable w/4 sp!!aker cross-over system.
UNITED
$88,00, cMh or terms.
FREIGHT SALES, 3920 San Mateo NE.
Open seven days a week.
LEVI BUSH JEANS at $10. Now available
in green & tan at Lobo Men's Shop,
2120 Central SE,
KASTLE 205s with Marker Bindings
Lange Boots, size 8%. Barrecrafter poles.
Used 1 sea.,on. Orlglnal Cost $286. Sell
for $160. Sell McDonald at Journalism

Bema.

uuildinJT

30 USED PORTABLE TV's, $30·$60. 441.
Wyoming NE. 256-5981. 6'-/2_ _ __
iii56PLYMOUTH V -8 Sed~n. Good work·
lng condition, $150.00, Phone 256·3379.
2/11--.,..---,.....,.-.,--::---~........- GOATHEADS GO'l'CHA lJOWN 1 Thorn•
:Proof tubes on sale thf& week. $6 a pair
Installed. THE DIKE SHOP, 823 Yale
SE, 842-9100. 2/18
lO·SPEEDS! Great Seleeti011B. Fine Service. THE DIKE SHOP, 828 Yale SE,
842-9100. 2/18
THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE ••• your
or~.tanic haberdMhet hM pants that fl.t
where others leave otf, Upstairs at 2988
Monte Vista NE. (Behind the Triangle
Bal'). Tfn
NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING MA·
CHINES equipped to do mQat any.
thing, $49.95. Cash or Terma. Open 7
days a week. United Freight Sales, 3920
Srm Mateo NE. tfn.

Education Screening
The final screening test fm:
entrance in the college of
education will be conducted Feb.
12 at 12:30 p.m. in the Kiva. For
further information contact the
donn's ot.rlce, college of
education.

EMPLOYMENT

6l

RAPHY. Andrea West, 282·6894. 2/29
Fr~ • Esti-;ate· t
Student Discountt Service call, $2.()0,
268·4689, 2/10
WATERBED Pumping- Anytrme- Call
Keith 243·4871, Brian 266·2186.
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION;~
FICATION photo. Fa3t, fncXJ)enslve,
plcMing. Near UNM. Call 266·2444 or
come to 171'7 Girard Blvd. NE. 1/28
BABYSITTING, Ages 2·5 elementary
teaching experience, good references.
265·8273. 2/7
POTTERY, SILVERWORt{, photom:aphyf
leatherwork, you can do It and Wil'l
show you how. Visit The Cta.it chop in
the ba.semcnt of the Union, D/5
GROUP TAOS SKI 'l'RlPS, $85.00 includes
lodging, transportation & dlscountll, 282·
6406. 3/9.

CIMARRONClTA BOYS' CAMP ha!! open·
ings tor counselors. Positions !or instructors In Crans. N.R.A. Riflery, Tennis
and Teatn sports. For aJ:Opolntment, call
242·0634 or 242-4454. 2/10
CAMP PLACEMENT DA.:-Y~':':'In-:-t-er-v':'"le-w~fn-g
for summer jobs from 10:00 am to l!:OO
pm., Fri., l'eb. 11 and Sat., Feb. 12 In
the UNM Union Upstairs,Rm. 250. 2/10
NEED an'E'An:..work
8163 after 6 vm. For Interview. 2/11
NOT EXACTLY THE SORT OF WORK
your mother had in mind tor you. Sell
the HARD TIMES. Drop by 107 Cornell
SE or ca.ll 21i5-7072 or 243-0619,_ ~/11

tDENTI·

.41~.

Methane Gas

The uses of methane gas will be
explored on a program aired at 4
p.m. Feb. 12 on KGGM~TV,
Channel 13. It will center on the
utilizations of organic wastes both
in city sewage systems and how
the individual can set up his own
system for the production of the
gas.

FUN

SPECIALIZING IN IMPOR1~ED
GAR PAINT AND BODY WORK

··;·

FQRREN.T

ROOM TO RENT fn Jar~e ·house in Cor·
taleS, $56 n month plus utilities. Prefer
student. C!alt C:huC'k or Steve, 808-7387
nfter 5, 2/11
QUITE SElt:--.:I~O~U""'S--::S~T~U~D~E~N~T~n-eeds--a
tlface to live near campus. Non-freak,
I'IOn-etralght, $60, Call David, 268-5304.
2/11
ROOMMATE WANTED-Large un!urn•
ished apartment, no straights, freab$70, 242-5864, 2/10

5)

-part-tim;.c--;n-m.

.

organization. The address for the
New Mexico Right to Life
Committee is P.O. Box 4149,
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106.
Another organization is SOUL,
Save Our Unwanted Life, a
student movement concerned
with the preservation, protection,
and enhancement of the primary
right to life. It also favors no
political party or religion. The
na tiona! HEJ~dquartPrs are at
SOUL, 2816 40th Avenue South,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55406.
Finally, an organization which
was started in 1968 in Toronto,
Canada is Birthright. A local
chapter is presently being formed
in New Mexico, The purpose of
!_his organization is to help women
and girls who are ptegnant ... and
have problems. It is made up of
volunteers) mosLiy women who
have been trained to help women
by listening and $uggesting
possible solutions and alternatives
to their problems-alternatives to
abortion. Birthright charges no
fee.
These organizations are here to
help and instruct people, to help
the unborn child keep his right to
life.

WEDD~tN~G~&~~P~O~R=T""'RA~lT~""'P""'H~O""'T""'o""'G·

ExPERT TV ·REPAIR I

.

(Continued {rom page 2)

By HELEN THOMAS
WASHINGTON .(UPI)J!resident Nixon warned his
Democratic presidential
opponents Wednesday against
saying anything that might
encou,rage the communists to
prolong the Vietnam War until
after the November elections in
hopes of getting a better deal.
Nixon told his critics that
''only the President can negotiate
an end to the war'' and that ''a
candidate for president has a
higher responsibility than the
ordinary critic."
In a 15-minute radio address to
the nation commenting on his
written "State of the World"
message to Congress, Nixon did
not single out any Democratic
candidate by name, although the
administration's fire to date has
centered on Sen. Edmund S.
Muskie's criticism of Nixon's
latest peace plan.
u A can idate should make any
criticism he believes would
contribute to bringing an
honorable peace/' Nixon said.
"But I would hope that anyone
seeking the presidency would
examine his statements carefully
to be sure that nothing he says
might give the enemy an incentive
to prolong the war until after the
election."
In contrast with White Hom;e
Aide H.R. Haldeman's charge
Monday that the President's
Vietnam critics were "consciously
aiding and abetting the enemy,"
Both Nixon and his top foreign
affairs adviser, Henry A, Kissinger,
made a point Wednesday of saying
they did not question the
patriotism of the President's
dissenters.
Kissinger, in a briefing for
newsmen, said Sen. George s.
McGovern, D·S.D., ''seems to
believe that the Ul'gency of ending
the war is so great that he would
be willing, to accept a communist
takeover of the Saigon
government.
NiXon "disagrees completelyH
with McGovern 1s position,
Kissinger said, but "anyone who
knows Sen. McGovern knows that
be has held this position with
integrity and patriotism for all of
his political life."
The President said in his .radio
address that "I do not question
the patriotism or the sincerity of

.mey_Tq•, ,$-6. PM_ •.

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

6318 ACOIVIA SE

266-0700

Square Dance Club
Wagon V/heds Square Dancing
club will meet Thursday night
from 7-9 in room 184 in Johnson
Gym. No partners are needed and
beginners are welcomed.

K-ettes
K·ettes will meet Thursday
night from 7·9 in the Uni(>n. This
is a new organization and all girls
interested are welcome to come.
There will be many activities and
patties. For mote information call
277-4673.
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Miss Transvestite
America Contest
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THE SPORTS CAR SBOPPE

those who disagree with my
policies to bring peace" in
Vietnam. The White House said
Monday that Haldeman was
speaking for himself.
McGovel'n demanded that
Nixon either fire Haldeman or
publicly disassoQiate hintself from
his White House chief of staff's
remarlcs, '~Such ugly and
un·American accusations
impugning the loyalty and
patriotism of elected officials have
no place in a country that was
founded on the right of free
speech," the senator said,
Liberal and pacifist spokesmen
c h,a r g e d Wednesday that
Haldeman obviously was speaking
for- -Nixon: ~ ''The really acute
danger is that Nixon's recourse to
stigmatizing his critics is part of a
plan to keep the home front quiet
while he sharply escalates the
war,'' said J e:rry Gordon,
coordinator of the National Peace
Action Coalition,
Leon Shu! 1 nat1ona1 mrector or
Americans for Democratic Action,
called it "the most outrageous
accusation" since the communist •
hunting days o£ Sen. Joseph
McCarthy, R·Minn., and Nixon's
successful campaign against Rep.
Helen Gahagan Douglas of
California.
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Tjmes: 6-8-.10 p.m. ~
Union Theatre
·~
75¢ with ID
~
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ASUNM FilM COMMITTEE
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FORSALE

FIREWOOD FOR SALE. Student owned
business. Student discount. 242-81'70,
242·6724. 2/16
.
MEN·;s LANGE i!uO'n~-;-1! medilim, $55.--·-·--- ·------.. · - - - - ·- ·- ·- --·- · - - .. ·
VR7
DynamiC'
298-6220,
2/16 207cm w/bindings-. $40.

____

LEVI BLUE JEAN BELLS. New shiP·
mettt has j~t art'lvl!d.
LOBO Men's
Shop. 2120 Central SE._.;;.;;,;
tfn
10-SPEED SCHWINN Continental, b.rand
new. Only $!lli. 299·6876. US Wet!tei'flleld NE. 2/16
TWO 10·:JJ>d Gltane bikes-brand new,
nlddcn only about 20 miles. $100 ea. 26li·
8291. 2/11
NEW FISCHER SUPERGLASS & binding
with one year guarantee. $140.00. 2G6·
7980. 2/16
SCHWINN CONTINENTAL: excellent:
. $7_5: 84~·2471, ~-4:30 pm, 2/1G
1969 TRIUMPH GTG, Plug Whitt!, tin~
gli\Se, Mlehclin Radinb, low mllenge, like
new, Interior in good condition t1a is the
engine. Good mllel\t:e-22-30 tnll&'. Will
accept rcasonabl<:! offer. Call Ken at 243·
6631 at work o.r 2$8·9547 nt. home after
6 }Jm. 2/15
.
nRAND NEW SHAKESPEARE ARCH·
ERY now, 30 lbs. '66, $50. Full·sille
violin, Dressmaker sewing mnchlne. Both
excellent condition, call 842-1996, 2/11
Need!tnew engine. $60~ or
bi!St offer. Call 2$1;-6041. 2/11
GUlTAR·ClUILD -:0-:44 with~;;:
Guitar cost $360 r.eW'-Mklng $225, CaD
Tom 242-2434. 2/11
SKi'iiOOTf!..-..lllze 9, Like new, $35.00. Call

L0 B 0
-- ·- -

~- -··

University P.O. Box 20, UNM1 Albuquerque; N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words}
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Poyment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1, Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services

7.

4. For Rent

Miscellaneous

'6'ii'"'Suzu"kL

242-66~~· 2t~O

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

.

18'. CHEYENNE~T~Jl>~I:-.-:Co:-m-p-:J-etc-.-E-xtr-u-.
See Philh'l on MalL 266-<l457_,_2...,/1_1_ __
1972 PINTO. a/c, a/t, large tlre~~, 3CIOO
mliM $29110, nl!!tatlllble, 842·6672-evcnlngs, 2/11
'61 MATCHLESS, 650 cracked piston. Together and complete, $200. 268-4589. 2/11
50cc '70 SUZUKI step•thru. Cheap tratis.,
and fun, too. $140 or best ofter, BIUTY,
266·4298, 212 Princeton SE. 2/11
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